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Abstract

Neutron heating (kerma), displacement per atom cross sections (DPA), gas and y-ray
production are important parameters for the estimate of the damage produced by neu-
tron induced nuclear reactions in the structural materials. The NJOY System for Nuclear
Data Processing has been extensively used in order to compute the abo\e quantities;
here the theory, the algorithms and the connected problems are described.

Introduction

In the framework of the European Fusion Technology Programme NET, group damage
data have been calculated for nuclides of interest in the design of shielding blanket of
magnetic fusion devices. The source "of the nuclear data is mainly EFF (European Fusion
File), a subset of JEF (Joint Evaluated File), but some materials were taken from
JENDL-3 and from ENDF.B-VI too.

The need of reviewing damage data carries from the availability of new nuclear data
bases and of new processing codes b> means of which a new library could be generated
in place of the existing response function library, MACKLIB-IV ,'l/, which is based
upon ENDF-B IV. The new data are available whithin the new format ENDF-6 which
allows the inclusion of distributions of secondary particles - also charged panicles - b>
means of double differential data (DDX) in File 6 (MF 6). After comparison with the
result of MACK code/2,, the NJOY 3 Sjstem was used to basically process all the data;
ancillary codes were also written for particular tasks within the Programme.

The damage data are here treated into the following classes:

1. Neutron kerma

2. DPA

3. Gas production cross sections

4. y-ray production

Neutron kerma calculation

An iinpuitant paiametei in the nuclear machine design i:> the heating of the niaieiials
induced by the kinetic energy of charged particles produced by nuclear reactions.

The nuclear heating is composed b> three parts:

1. the neutron heating, proportional to the neutron flux and induced b\ the kinetic
energy of charged particles resulting from nuclear reactions;
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2. the photon heating, proportional to the flux of secondary photons produced in the
nuclear reactions; this part is assumed to be deposited out of the site of the reaction
and its contribution is subtracted from the neutron kerma. The computation of the
photon healing assumes the presence of the gamma-ray production data in the
source file;

3. the radioactive decay heating of isotopes produced in the neutron reactions leading
to time dependent heating.

NJOY takes into account only the first two parts of the heating, i.e. the prompt heating.

At a given neutron energy E the neutron induced heating rate, Hn(E), on a site around
the incident particle impact for a given material can be expressed b>:

Hn(E) = K(EME) [1]

where <j>(E) is the neutron flux, K(E) is the total neutron kerma factor defined as:

Kr(E) [2]
r = l

and the sum over the partial kerma Kr(E) is carried out over all the NR reactions induced
by neutrons on the material at energy E. Each partial kerma is defined

NL

Erl(E)ar(E) [3]
1=1

where Ert is the kinetic energy of I"1 charged panicle emitted in the reaction r, a, is the
related cross section and the sum is earned out over all the NL charged products (in-
cluding the recoil nucleus).

Eo,.[3] represents the "direct method" for computing kerma factors and can be used onh
when charged particle distributions are available; in ENDF-6 terms this kind of data is
given in the File 6 of double differential data in angle and energy (DDX). These data
are included for not all materials in the nuclear data libraries, while in most cases neu-
tron and photon spectral data only are given (for some nuchdes photon production data
are even missing).

When DDX are not given, the kinetic energy of the charged particles emitted in the re-
action r is calculated by subtracting the energy carried away by neutrons and photons
emitted in the reaction from the available energy. Eq.[3] is written as:

Kr(E) = (E + Q O r - E n r - E > r K ( E ) [4]

Here E is the neutron incident energy, Qo, is the mass-difference Q-value for the_reaction
r, Enr is the energy of the secondary neutrons, including the multiplicity, and Ert is the
energy of the photons, including the photon yield. Eq.[4] is the "energy balance method"
for computing kerma factors. The total kerma K(E) [2] , should in principle be calcu-
lated as sum of partial kerma defined m eq.[4], but this can be performed only when
neutron and photon spectral data are available for each separate reaction, which in
general is not true. In fact, usually, photon production data are given in the lumped
nonelastic (MT=3) and inelastic (YIT=4) reactions, for that it is better to redefine
K(E) in a more useful way:

\ \ \G

K(E) = XKn(E) - ^ y r (E)E ) r , [5]
r = l r ' = l

where the first sum is carried out over all the NN reactions for which neutron (or pos-
sibly charged particle) production data are available and the second one is carried out
over all the NG reactions for which photon production data are available. By this
method the total kerma is al\va>s defined, while all the partial kerma factors are not;
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moreover because of inconsistencies in the evaluations between cross section data of
MF= 3 and photon production data of MF = 12 and MF= 13, K(E) is frequently incor-
rectly computed producing negative values for some nuclides.

When HEATR (the module of NJOY for kerma calculations) computes kerma factors
for neutron induced reactions on a given material from nuclear data libraries in ENDF-6
format the algorithm of eq.[5] is used, where K»(E) is computed from DDX data in
MF= 6, if any, by direct method, [3] , otherwise by the energy balance method:

Kn(E)-(E + QOr-Enr)ar(E) [6]

(Enr = 0 for no secondary neutron emission reactions such as (n,p), (n,a) ecc). Kcrnia
of (n,y) reaction is calculated by kinematic formula.

HEATR performs a print check of total kerma K(E), MT= 301, on a coarse energy grid,
optionally the upper and lower total kinematic limits, KL(E) and KL(E), are printed too;
the quantit) *S(E):

,\N

N(E)=Kr=]02(E)+ ^ T K ^ E ) [7]
r = l

(where Kmax are defined below) can be written on PENDF tape as MT = 443 and can be
used in place of MT=301 when the computed kerma are completely wrong (normalh
this is the case when no photon production data are given in the evaluation - overesti-
mated kerma - or the energy earned away by photons is larger than the available energy
- underestimated kerma, e\en negative) KL(E) and KL(E) are respectively the sum of the
upper, KmiI(E), and the lower, Kmm(E), kinematic limits of the partial reactions.

Kinematic limits by reaction

The quantities Krain and Km« for each reaction are defined in the following

Note: a,. Kn. Km,n. Km« are function of the incident neutron energy and should be read
as <?r(E), Kn(E), etc . QOr = QM , is the mass-difference Q-\alue, Qr = QI is the reaction
Q-value (QM and Ql are given in the Cl and C2 fields of each MF= 3 section, respec-
t s eh, following the ENDF-6 standard; the LR term too is defined in that frame).

r= all reactions when MF= 6 is given

ir ir

mm *»max *»n

r - (n,n)

r=(n, y )

AE 2 1
]

r- discrete levels for the emission of neutrons and charged particles
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Kmm = <7r[E + Q, - En]

Km«x = Kmln LR = 0

Kmix = a,[E + Q* - En] LR * 0

r= fn,/O continuum

+ En)
" m m — Or"

KmU — Kmin L R — 0

Km« = ar[E + Q* - En] LR # 0

r = (n,x)

r = (njission)

Km,n = ar(E + Q, - y En - 15 x 10*)

r=(n,2n) (AWR>10)

K.mm
 = 0

(E + En)
" • m i x ^ T * * |

Kmu=Kn(forKn>0AKmix>Kn)

r=(n,3n) (AWR > 10)

K _0 (E + 2E")
A - 2

Km« = Kn (for Kn > OA Kmu > Kn)
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r=(n,2n) (AWR < 10)

r=(n.3n) (AWR < 10)

r=(n/ix)

Kmm = 0

The contribution of the radioactive decay to kerma

Neutron induced reactions can produce radioactive nuclei. The decay ofproduct nuchdes
can generate in the material the same effects of neutron induced reactions, leading to the
release of decay energy and damage of the lattice because of the recoil of the nucleus.

As outlined above the NJOY code computes the heating production and the neutron
induced nuclear reaction damage taking into account only the prompt effects directly
induced by the reaction and b> its products and neglecting the delayed effects of the
deca\ of the product nucleus. A method of computing an additional term to kerma to
account for the contribution of radioactive decay has been adopted.

A radioacthe nucleus decays in three ways:

b\ a emission,

by P decay with electron or positron emission or electronic capture;

b\ lsomenc transition between isomeric states with y emission.

a and /? deca\s are often associated with y emitted by de-excitation of the final product.

The decay kerma computation is straightforward- the nuclear data files include the
scheme of radioacthe nuclide production (MF 8) and the a\erage energies released by
the three deca\ types (MF 8, MT 457); the sum times the cross section for the pro-
duction of the radioactive nuchde gives the decay contribution to neutron kerma:

where r is the neutron induced reaction of the target which produces the radioactive
nuclide d. Thus the total prompt + delayed kerma is written as:

K(En)=Kp(En)+Kd(En)

with K"(En) defined above. E, as contribution to the decay heating is not included, since
it is assumed y-rays transported outside.

One has to put a time limit within which to take into account the decay terms; we as-
sumed only nuchdes which decay within 10* sees, to contribute to heating.

The computer programme DECKER 4/ has been written for the retrieval of the data
from the radioactive decay file, for the computation and the group averaging of the re-
sults

DPA

DPA s are not directh generated b> NJOY which onh computes the damage energ\ h,
from which DPA can be obtained.

Following the theory, the number of displacements depends on the available energ\ E,
and the energy required to displace an atom from its position Ed. In the NRT ;5' model
the DPA is given by the Kinchin-Pease formula:
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DPA = Nd

0 for 0<E a <E d

1 for Ed<Ea<2Ed

for E a >2E d

where k is the displacement efficiency and is assumed to be 0.8, Ed is given in the litera-
ture; for reliable work the values of Greenwood et al./6/ have been used.

Material

Be-9

C

Al-27

Si

Ti

V

CT

\1n-55
Fe
\ i

Cu
Zr
Nb-93

\1o

\\

E<
31

31

27

25

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

60
90

Table 1. : List of Ea values from Greenwood

The computation of the DPA from decay proceeds through the evaluation of the damage
energy, which results to be a function of the kinetic energy of the recoil nucleus following
the nuclear reaction. Nevertheless it has been shown that the contribution of delajed
DPA to prompt term can be beglected being only of some percent.

Gas production

Gas production data includes p, d, T, 2He3, o particle production, are computed either
from point or from group averaged data. The final values are the result of the sum of
the concerned reaction* times the multiplicitv factor, as for example in the n.n?a re-
action. Three groups of reactions should be taken into account.

1. reactions whose primary product is, among others, the particle to be considered (e g.
for h\drogen production n,p, n.n'p, n,2p, n,pa etc.);

2. reactions for which the particle to be considered is a secondary product as in the
inelastic le\els (MT 51 to 9(Jj and in the continuum (MT 91j with the appropriate
LR flag;

3. reactions which produce the requested particle as residual nucleus
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Primary product particles

A simple scan of the reaction definition as given in ENDF/B and of the related .MT is
needed in order to group together the contributing reactions and their yields: the choice
is straightforward and undoubtful. The reactions included in calculating hydrogen,
tritium and helium production are shown in the table.

Hydrogen

MT

28

32

33

35

36

103

104

105

111

112

113

114

115

116

Reaction

(n, n p)

(n, n d)

(n. n t)

(n, n d 2a)

(n, n t 2a)

(n.p)
(n.d)

(n, t)

(n, 2p)

(n. P a)
(n. t 2a)

(n. d 2a)

(n. p d)

(n. p t)

m

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

Tritium

MT

33

36

105

113

116

Reaction

(n, n t)

(n, n i 2a)

(n.t)

(n.t 2a)

(n. p t)

m

1

1

1

1

1

Helium

MT

22

23

24

25

29

30

34

35

36

106

107

108

109

112

113

114

Reaction

(n, n at)

(n, n 3a)

(n, 2n a)

(n, 3n a)

(n, n 2a)

(n, 2n 2a)

(n, n 2JHe)

(n. n d 2a)

(n,n t 2a)

(n, 3He)
(n,a)

(n. 2a)

(n. 3a)

(n. p a)

(n, t 2a)

(n, d 2a)

m

1

3

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

2

3

1

2

2

Table 2. : Reactions contributing to gas production with the primary particle, m is the multiplicity
factor.

Secondary product particles

The upe of secondary product in the discrete inelastic levels and in the continuum (MT
51 to 91) is specified by the LR flag which indicates levels which de-excite by particle
emission rather than b> y emission. The type of emitted particle is deduced by the value
of LR which becomes the MT number, so as a level with LR = 22 produces one a, with
LR = 28 one proton and so on.

Isotope

;L.

>?B

•to

Inelastic levels

1-6,8-31
2

5, 6, 8-35

1-13, 41

6-8, 10-15. 17-19.21,22, 24.26.27,29, 31. 32. 34.36.38

16.20.23, 25,28,30,33,35, 37

LR

32

33

22
»

22

28

Table 3. : Reactions contributing to gas production with the secondary particle emitted from discrete
inelastic levels and identified b> LR flag Note thai LR = 32 for SLi, LR= 33 (or JLI and
LR = 22 for '?B produce gas particles as residual nuclei, too
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Particles as residual nucleus

A typical case is the well known reaction:

'Be + n - 2n + *Be

in which the final product (IBe) decays within 2 x 10~l5s. in 2a, so as the n,2n reaction
becomes a a producer.

,Be (n, 2n) vs. (n, a)

On the contrary reactions of the type:

'Be + n — a +*He

m which SHe decays fi- within 0.85s in SLi and :

3Li + n — a + 3H

have been neglected because by taking into account the secondary neutron impact one
has to make some assumptions about the flux intensity and the geometry of the medium
which is not the case in a general purpose library, i.e. not yet problem oriented.

Below 20 MeV only the following reactions can be found to contribute to gas production
with residual nuclei:

jHe + n - p + i H

jHe + n — d + jH

3Li + n - 2 n , a + ]H

fLi + n - t + jHe

3L1 + n - 2n, a + ?H

jLi + n — 3n, a + JH

4Be + n — 2n + ^Be — 2a

Photon production

In addition to prompt y-ray production computed by NJOY, an improvement to
DECKER was developed that allows to take into account y's from decay for further
transport calculations, adding them to the prompt ones in the y production matrices

From the point of view of the input data to DECKER, monoisotopic materials greatly
differ from naturally occuring elements: in fact isotopes do not need any preprocessing
since all reactions producing radioactive nuclei are easily found in the basic data file,
while for the mixtures it is necessary to investigate isotope by isotope which reactions
falling within the 20 MeV boundary are suitable for production of delayed /-ray. The
cross section data for those reactions are leased from EAF, the European Actuation
File.

The method of calculation is based upon the formulas given in the following. The total
y emission, produced from reactions induced by neutrons is:

Qi*- E[^(EnWEn)l[ot(En)dEn [10]
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The intensity I[« of delayed y produced from radioactive decay is independent from the
neutron energy and can be taken out the symbol of integral. In terms of neutron energy
group i and photon energy group j , eq. [10] becomes.

NRNGN NGG

r=] i=l

Eq. [11] can be written as :
NRNGNS'GG

r=l

By comparison between eqs. [12] and [11] we have the following definition of the y
production matrix P[_,:

In the case of delayed y production, I; is defined (in terms of the quantities in MF= 8
MT=457 of ENDF - see ENDF-102 manual/8,'):

RI(Ek) + FC| RP(E)dE

where FD is the discrete spectrum normalization factor (absolute intensity relame in-
tensit\); RI is the intensity of discrete radiation produced (relative units); FC is the
continuum spectrum normalization factor; RP is the spectrum of the continuum com-
ponent of the radiation in units of probability,'eV such that

JRP(E)dE = 1

The group a\eraged cross sections a', are retrieved from GENDF file or computed from
EAF-3

For a given nuclide and for each reaction r, the delayed kerma [8] and y production
matrix [13] are stored on tape in GENDF format and will be used in the production
of the RFL-2 library presently in progress.

To quantify the contribution of delayed to prompt photons the code compares the fol-
lowing quantities, defined both for delated (DECKER output) and prompt y (GENDF
file):

NGG

i.e. the sum over all y groups for each neutron group.

The total delayed and prompt y productions are calculated by summing eq. [15] over
all the NR reactions:

NR

r = l

For some nuclides delayed kerma and y production are relevant, but sometimes the\ can
be uu<_ lo lcauions with an cxiicmch long lulf-hfe. \Ioieo\ci ihc toniiibuiiuu of ui_-
la\ed kerma is often more evident in the low neutron energy range.

As it can be seen in the table, all the reactions of each nuclide were considered, i.e. no
selection based upon the time was made. So this question arises' since the activation
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products have half-lives dispersed over a very large range (from fractions of second to
thousands of years), which ones are important to be included, and which ones are to be
discarded? This question is not to be answered by the library generator, but it is only the
final user that knows what he intends to do.

From our point of view we limit ourselves to suggest three ways:

1 to generate a unique decay library including the radioactive decay contribution of
nuclides having half-life shorter than a cutoff" value to be decided;

2. to generate several time-dependent libraries, the first one containing the prompt
contribution, the other ones including the radioactive decay contribution at different
cutoff values;

3. to generate a unique library with prompt contribution only, associated with an an-
cillary file containing the radioactive decay data and a simple handling program en-
abling the user to select those nuclei having half-life below an input cutoff value and
to add these data to the main library.
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Some problems met during the processing

We assume 90° « of shortcoming* due to the data and 10% to the processing code*:
materials lead to abend during the execution. A certain number ol nuclides, eventhough
apparentl) correctly processed, shows strange or unphysical behaviour.

It must be noted that some nuclides have a particular structure with-respect to ENDF-6
standard format. In fact the DDX data of MT= 16, 22, 28, 91, 106, 649, 849 for these
nuclides (i.e. all reactions emitting panicles in the continuum) are not given separately
but they are lumped into MT= 10. Modifications had to be introduced in HEATR
module in order this structure is accepted.

Li-7 and Be-9: M F = 6 of these nuclides does not strictly follow the structure of
ENDF-6 rules. In fact MF= 6 represents data in the form:

o(E,E',cos0) = a(E) x y(E) x go(E,E') x fl[E,E\cos0)

where:

CT(E) M F = 3 cross section

\(E) >ield (multiplicity)

go(E,E') energy spectrum

f(E,E',cos#) angular distribution

with the conditions:

Jfl[E,E\cos0) d cos 6 = 1

and.

Jgo(E, E')Jfl[E,E\cos0) d cos 6 dE' = 1

Both materials present:

1. zero energ\ dependent Meld for the (n, 2n) reaction: this occurs at the threshold
Eo of the reaction and at that point is meaningless, but at Eo + c the number
of emitted neutrons must be 2; some interpolated value between 0 and 2 is as-
sumed instead, leading to an underestimate of the emitted neutrons.

2. angular distributions not normalized to 1 for some fTE.E'.cos^ at the first
t ' \alue (where the integral is frequently zeroj or at some non boundary h' point
(where the integral ranges from 10~3 to 0.9). this produce underestimates in the
secondary neutron production too and some floating point errors.

B-1U. missing angular distributions for charged panicle emission levels.
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B-l 1: MF= 13, MT = 4 is given and produces high partial kerma due to the lumping
of inelastic le\els; the total kerma is higher of about 16% with respect to the uppei
kinematic limit.

N-14: idem as for B-10.

N-15: photon production data for MT= 102 (n,y) are missing, leading to an o\cr-
estimate of several orders of magnitude at low energies.

0-16. idem as for B-10.

F-19: MT 61 to 71 are dominantly (n,na) but the LR flags are set to zero: this leads
to discrepancies in the kerma for those MT because of falsely evaluated photon
emission MT= 102 (n,y) photon production data are given in MF= 13 and us par-
tial kerma shows fluctuations. The overestimate in the total kerma is about 70%.

Na-23<;< the partial kerma of MT=54, 57 and 58 are low in the range 4 to 5
MeV because of discrepancies in the photon energy yield of MF= 12, probabh due
to clerical errors. Overestimates at higher energies occur because of the low \alue
of MF= 13, MT=3 which subtract less photon energ\ than expected The error is
m the range of 25%.

Natural Mg: MF= 13, MT=3 for this naturally occurring element is given from
0.260 to 20 MeV: in this range the kerma is largely fluctuating from negati\e to very
high values.

P-31: MF= 13, MT= 3 is given and the kerma is fluctuating from low to high \al-
ues: the error is about 85%.

Natural Sulphur. MF= 13. MT= 3 is given and the kerma is o\erestimated of about
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Ar-40 missing secondary energy distributions (MF=5) for (n,na) (MT=22) and
(n,np) (MI = 28). Stop in HEATR.

Natural K: the photon production data from MT= 51, 52 and 53 do not cover the
same energy range ofthe corresponding Sections in MF=3 giving raise to overesti-
mates ofthe total kerma around 3 MeV. Above 7 MeV the partial kerma of MT = 91
shows higher values too which are reported on the total kerma for about 50%.

Natural Ca: negative kerma values are generated possibly due to inconsistency be-
tween MF=3 cross section data and the lumped MT=3 reaction adopted for the
photon production in the range 400 keV to 1 MeV.

Natural Ti: the same situation occurs as for natural Ca: the problem ranges from
150 keV to higher energies.

Natural V: MF= 13, MT=3 is given from 326 keV to 20 MeV with some discrep-
ancies within 20%.

Co-59- MF= 13, MT= 3 is given and the kerma presents some discrepancies within
20%.

Zr: this material is a mixture of isotopes making up the natural element; the Re-
sohed Resonance ranges ofthe various isotopes have not the same boundaries, un-
resolved parameters are given for not all isotopes and some ranges overlap. Negative
scattering and (n, y) cross section values are generated in RECONR; furthermore
more than 740000 energy points per reaction are produced, so as the simple aver-
aging process in GROUPR requires 2' about for each MT and the elastic scattering
matrix requires lh 28'. In order to have a check ofthe material, a run with larger
precision criteria has been prepared but the results are very bad.

Mo this material too is a mixture of isotopes with both Resolved and Lnresohed
" ^ u n a n v i i\uiij.i-5, Liiu L N R E S R moduli. piuuLn.*- negative ^n, ,) uo:>:> section iui
low 0O values; those values stop the run during the averaging process in GROUPR.

Nb-93 MF= 13, MT= 3 is given from 29 keV to 20 MeV with negative values in the
MeV region, so as the kerma can not be accepted.
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Ba-132: Unresolved Resonance parameters are given for this isotope without the
Resolved ones. This unusual situation does not stop the code but all cross sections
below the lower boundary of the unresolved resonance energy range are zero.

Ta-181 MF= 13, MT=3 is given and in its range the kerma is largely fluctuating
from negative to very' high values.

Natural W idem as for Ta-181.

W-182, 183, 184, 186: MF= 13, MT = 4 is given for this nuclide and includes
MT= 16 (n,2n) and MT= 17 (n,3n). The kerma shows negative values in the MeV
region.

Bi-209: the kerma has some small negative peaks in the MeV region probably due
to discrepancies between the MF=3 and MF= 13 data. The large overestimate
above 5 MeV is possibly due to the inclusion of MT= 22 (n,na) and MT= 28 (n,np)
(for which no MF= 5 data were given) into MT = 4 without proportionally correct-
ing the photon production data.


